Simply Music Opens Doors to
Communication and Self Expression for Autistic Children
Lives have been transformed through Neil Moore’s Simply Music
program, among them children living with ADD, ADHD, Autism and
Tourette’s

“Savannah, a 9-year-old girl who suffers from severe autism and lives
mostly within herself, sat down at a piano last month and began play a
number of musical compositions -- the latest student of a revolutionary
music education program that promotes the idea that musical talent
resides within everyone,” shares Neil Moore, creator of Simply Music.
Savannah is now able to express herself musically and loves to make
musical sense on the keyboard. The reward of hearing the results of her
efforts is instrumental in developing her concentration, confidence,
patience, endurance and perseverance. Simply Music has been great
for Savannah’s fundamental core building and belief in herself.
Interview Opportunity with Neil Moore, creator of Simply Music
CREDENTIALS: Neil Moore is the creator of Simply Music, a breakthrough
music education program that has been taught to tens of thousands of people
and through 300 locations in the U.S., Canada and Australia. Moore’s program
transforms the music experience so that everyone recognizes that they too can
find the joy of expressing themselves through music.
Moore explains his revolutionary method for teaching music. At the same time,
Moore will shatter everything you think you know about learning to play music. In
many ways the Simply Music method is transforming everything we know about
music education. Simply Music has beginning students, of all ages, playing
contemporary, classical, gospel and blues piano - immediately - from their very
first lessons.
What is different about the Simply Music method? Quite simply, it is a
revolutionary “playing-based” method that profoundly differs from the more
common and traditional “reading-based” approaches that are based on
principles that have not fundamentally changed for hundreds of years. Simply
Music first translates entire pieces into simple shapes and patterns that
students can clearly see and easily play on the keyboard. Students quickly
build an extensive repertoire of various musical styles before learning to read
notes.
Moore explains why:



Parents of autistic children have experienced breakthrough behavioral,

communication and educational results with their children participating in the
Simply Music program


Most children abandon musical interest because of the difficulty in

learning how to read music


Much of the $7 billion spent on music education in the U.S. is wasted



Everyone—without exception and at all ages—is musical

Research has proven that enjoying music, and learning to play an instrument,
opens pathways to healing that may not have been available through traditional
health care modalities. The Simply Music approach to learning to play the piano
is so different that it is making unprecedented inroads with students who are on
the Autistic Spectrum or have similar learning and emotional difficulties.
Simply Music presents the possibility of a new era in music education, learning
and self-expression.
For more information or to book an interview with Simply Music’s Creator,
Neil Moore please call or Pam Devaney at 858-692-9240
pam@dharmata.com or Beverly Doman at 213-706-9321
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